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The audience began arriving an hour ahead of Alex Meixner’s concert at Harrington ARTS Center on
July 5, 2012. The air was filled with anticipation, probably because of Alex’s national fame and the fact
that it was his first appearance in the concert hall of A World of Accordions Museum.
The audience excitedly rose to its feet at Meixner’s entry on stage, as it did repeatedly during the twohour concert. Meixner’s rapport with the audience was prompted by his obvious comfort onstage and
transmitted through eye contacts, ready smiles, and charming excerpts about his life and music. One
thought to glimpse the spirit of the man. Attending the performance were folks from throughout
Minnesota, Wisconsin, Canada, and Finland. Even my family of Texans was drawn to this special
event, which they underwrote.
Alex’s visual show kept audience attention at a constant high through Elvis-type leg motions, body
bends, and hair swings simultaneous with virtuoso playing that didn’t miss a note or a beat. Absolutely
amazing! Most impressive, of course, were his dazzling instrumental performances on piano accordion,
Slovenian five-row diatonic accordion, and trumpet, enhanced by many vocal numbers.
The musical agenda was peppered with Slovenian music for which Meixner is famed, performed
precisely and in correct style. Meixner’s academic training was clearly evident in each of his fine
arrangements that ranged through American favorites, big-band era pieces, Avsenik selections of
virtuoso difficulty, and even a remarkably lovely version of Smetana’s The Moldau. Everyone present,
including the musically elite appeared to be enthralled.
Alex’s sidemen were well-chosen, gifted participants in a great show. Tom Jones was outstanding as
woodwind accompanist, vocalist, and occasional jokester. Michael Morris on drums delivered inventive
and dynamically varied rhythmic accompaniments that were never heavy-handed or demanding. Kudos
to both men; bravo for their conjoined efforts.
When Paul Vargason, of Superior, opened the event with both piano accordion and button diatonic
pieces, the applause was politely appreciative. After he performed, the standing ovation was
resounding. His performance was every bit worthy of Meixner’s opening act, as was the informal jam
session between the two men after the concert. Paul can improvise and accompany with the best, and
he has recently branched into composing his own pieces in an Olde Tyme style. At the tender age of
four years, Paul’s mother brought him to me for lessons. At nine, he won his first national awards. In
following years, Paul excelled in piano accordion and chromatic button accordion virtuosity, added
free-bass repertory, and mastered Bohemian and Slovenian button diatonic accordions. At this point the
23-year-old has reached artist status in the disciplined world of serious music, and is worthy of
professional status in popular entertainment.
After the concert Alex, Tom, a few fans and I wandered the accordion museum displays exchanging
stories about people and events. In those hours, my opinion of Alex escalated to new heights through
his insightful conversation, extraordinarily personable demeanor, and keen observations. This is a
highly intelligent young man who brings honor to the community of accordionists.

